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Activity scenario summary:
•In this activity we will be learning how to code a 
simple supermarket software program, in which staff 
are able to do the following:

• Add new products to the supermarket,
• Display the product and prices,
• Search for a specific product,
• Delete specific products;
• Calculate the total bill.

To finish, we’re going to 
allow the user to 
calculate a bill



Calculate Bill

Calculate Bill:

• User enters which 
products they want 
and quantity for each 
product

• Print out final price

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/924f27bb00


What will happen…

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/924f27bb00


Step 1
Defining a subroutine and getting 
user input…

Create a total variable – this 
will keep track of the total 
cost. Also, call the 
‘productDisplay()’ subroutine to 
show a list of available options 
to the user.

We’re going to use a WHILE loop 
so create a ‘notCompleted’ 
variable. We will set this to 
False when we have finished 
entering data.

First we declare a subroutine - 
subroutines are small blocks of code 
that perform specific tasks



Step 2
Adding data into our lists…

Inside the while loop, create an IF ELIF 
ELSE statement. IF the user enters ‘!’ 
the loop will stop.

If the ID they enter is 
within the range of ones 
displayed, find the items 
position, find the quantity 
and add the information 
into the bill lists. (These 
lists will be used to 
calculate and display the 
info)



Step 3
Display and calculate the bill…

Finally, print out the bill using a FOR 
loop. This will go through every item 
and display the name, price, quantity 
and cost for the user.

We then add how much it will cost to 
the total variable.

After the for loop, display the final 
total.



Step 4
Update the menu…

Update the menu so if the user 
enters 5, we call the 
‘calculateBill()’ subroutine



What the code should look like…



Congratulations! You have 
completed the 
supermarket software 
code!

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/924f27bb00

